Proposed changes to FSCOT charge/constitution – Michael Raine and Lisa Shappee
  o Discussed changes with the group. An update of the document from that
  conversation will be sent out to the group before the next meeting.

Technology Classrooms – Rebecca Gould
  o Rebecca presented information about centrally supported technology
  classrooms. Went from 106 centrally supported technology classrooms in 2013
  to 139 in 2018 with a decreasing budget. Their budget must not cover the initial
  set up of the room, but upkeep of the technology as well.
  o This year there is a student paid academic infrastructure enhancement fee of $4
  per credit hour that generates 1.9 million. Some of that money goes to pay off
  what the business building still owes, but there will be enough to renovate a
  classroom which students are currently discussing and voting on as they get to
  decide where this money goes. If you have any suggestion on a classroom that is
  dire need of an update, please let your FSCOT representative know and we can
  pass that information back to iTac.

FSCOT Chair for 2018/2019
  o Discussed the need for new FSCOT chairs next year.